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“For all drawbacks occurred in the last 27 years we can’t take any blame as we were servants
of TPLF” Demeke Mekonen and his colleagues (June 2018)

I strongly believe the today Ethiopia is not the same as the 1960s. Current Ethiopia is with
sufficient capital to survive by itself. Pre of 1970s people were more powerless as every resource
and opportunity was accessed by the elite, farmers had no right to control their resource, rural
community (85%) of the population never knew about institution and institutional system.
Haileselassie, the then monarchy had advisor from the west who believed in the rule of hierarchy
to maintain power politics and domestically there were groups who were followers of the false
paradigm model that worked for maintaining the interest of the king disregarding the interest of
the masses. That led to the red or white terror revolution which opened door for the Derg to rule
17 years. Was this 17 years a year of crisis? Yes, but also no. It was a year of productivity because
it became a reason to have the current Ethiopia. A strong country in the Horn that proved not
only Ethiopia, but all African countries are capable.
Unfortunately, the push and pull within the power politics of the old EPRDF and lack of proper
institutional system led to the current complications, to have a leader who is yes men to the west
and empty vessel but thinks they know best. The central question of this short essay is: if the
1960s with limited social capital say no the authoritarian rule of Haileselassie why are people of
today failing to say no to the newborn dictator who is creeping now but might be running after
a year or so?
Lets all say no to the illiterate politicians who give priority the ceremonies; arranging dinner party,
accepting any proposal that come from the US (world Bank) while Ethiopian people are
demanding peace, and the return of 8 innocent girls. All Ethiopians in every where must hear the
interview of Ato Essays and start asking the following:
 Is the main problem in Ethiopia the system of EPRDF (Weyane) or there is a hidden
interest behind this?
 Why is International Organization in general, Trump, and Essays want to destabilize
Ethiopia?
 Should Ethiopian let other groups to intervene telling us internal reason as the core cause
while its not?
 Do Ethiopian politicians need to talk about TPLF as a reason for the administration and
political malpractices of the present? TPLF is already out of the game and its almost two
years with out TPLF, which is enough to correct all mal practices and corruptions. The fact
is every procedure is going to the worst case than it was. This all are facts for all Ethiopians

to keep on asking who is behind, why is all this, what will be the impact, how should we
reverse it, can we maintain peace and stop death of our productive section a head of it
reached apex, etc.
Listening to the briefing of the dictator Essays who put Eretria 100 meter into the grave yard,
made a dessert country with no university and productive people, let millions of Eritreans to sink
in the sea, and have no shame to act as apolitical head with no political clues and principles. I
deemed its time to act. Abye and his groups who were in power are using the divide and rule like
the system applied in 1400 C result in a lot of human and natural destructions which left the
domestic inhabitants still non-functioning. Lets all act in the in non-violent way (Mahatma Gandhi
principle). If Ethiopian don’t come in one voice in the name of protecting the nation and its
people, there will be:
1. Human destruction affecting millions of our productive section. First, young
Ethiopians have right to live and second its going to cost a lot; revival of the
country would take time.
2. More disappearance of citizens (women, academia, local leaders, and religious
leaders). This act is following the advice of Essays who disappeared a lot of
Eritreans that challenged him. At present we are on the hands of the leaders who
follow the model of Essayas, never count life of human as lives, their live is
precious and they respect their power at the expense of millions of Ethiopians. I
guess we had enough evidence; the death of Engineer Semign and Chief General
Seare, the lose of lives of 100s of university students, and the lost of many
innocent Ethiopians in every where.
No government appointee showed remorse to all these lives than making fun of it
stating “Ande sew” to the death of Engineer Semign, or “we are not sure whether
their hijacked or not “a response to the disappearance of the 8 girls.
3. There will be more tension and destruction. Ethiopia is at the hand of the
government who create chaos to divert people attention and stabilized its power.
No one involved in the burning of Churches and Mosques. My justification for this
is the response given by the PM to the question posed in the parliament regarding
the banning of the Mekelle flight to the Chinese officials. Imagine PM stating “it
was an accident, and you may ask the responsible person” This response is mere
of undermining Ethiopian people and people should take it seriously.
4. Trust me there will not be election (neither in April nor in August). The
justifications given by Essayas, and the response given by PM in Axum. PM said,
“What is election? there are countries with out having election for 30 years.”
5. The plan is to conquer Eretria again. This might sound hard, but this is the fact for
some of the greedy politicians who are now on power but don’t know principles
of power in a scientific way.
They have a dream of uniting Eritrea with Ethiopia because they don’t believe
Eritrean independence is result of Eritrean struggle. Rather they strongly argued

stating its because of Weyane. To do that they may distract the Eritrean military
as they might not obey the order of fighting again with Weyane. The procedure is
to follow short cut method to destruct Weyane and vanquish Eritrea.
To conclude let all Ethiopians join hand and say no to the divide and rule strategy of Abye and his
colleagues. Abye is like a chameleon and he has to change his color of speech in the way that fits
the audience.
Listen to all his speeches (to the Oromo he says I am the son of Geda and Progress
party will answer the question of Oromos, to the Amhara he tells Oromo people
respect article 39 which divided Ethiopia and must be removed). To the extent he
promised the return of some lands claimed by the elite Amhara, and etc. All these
statements are following the advice of Essayas (listen to his latest interview)
The core message is let all Ethiopian join hand and say no to the current political and economic
initiatives that puts the country at a hgiehr risk. The best example is the undergoing agreements
between Ethiopia and other countries of the Horn (Egypt, and Sudan) through the influence of
US and World Bank. To o maintain our nation lets all work together and avoid another possible
quote of the future:
“We can’t take any blame for all the deaths and destruction of Ethiopian
Development Projects “Renaissance Dam.” We did all that to get aid and we
were servants of US and World Bank.” Dr Simeles A. and Gedu A.(June 2021)
Ethiopia can attain self sustaining growth with out any aid from World Bank and IMF -its proved.

